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Investment highlights 

le 
680% Gross Revenue Growth 
In 2022, we had $4M in gross 
revenue and nearly triple-digit 
growth in every channel. By 
2025, we're projecting* to grow 
by 30x and hit $120M in total 
revenue. 

150M Video Views 

With 40M organic social media 
views alone, our thumb-stopping 
tech is reaching new audiences 
and driving brand awareness. 

J 

I 
Revolutionizing a $160B Market 
As a market leader in a new and 
exciting technology, we believe 
there is an incredible 
opportunity for growth in the 
$160B global eyewear market. 

Strong IP Portfolio 

With 6 patents published, 4 
pending, and 7 exclusively 
licensed, our innovative 
technology is well protected. 

50,000+ Customers 
Ampere has a large customer 
base, a strong repeat customer 
rate, and a high customer 
lifetime value which provides a 
solid foundation for growth. 

Experienced Electronics Team 

With over 50 years of 
combined experience, the 
Ampere team can design, 
develop, and manufacture 
innovative tech products at 
scale. ,J 

I 
1,500 Stores Planned in 2023 
Last year, we experienced 456% 
Yo Y retail growth. We have a 
global distribution network and 
are currently in discussion with 
the largest US and global retailers. 

Making Tech Sustainable 
Our dedication to sustainable 
tech involves 100% plastic-free 
packaging, eco-friendly 
materials, carbon-neutral 
orders, and more. j 

*See Appendix 1 for forward looking statement disclaimer about projections. See appendix 2, 3, 4 , for more details on financials and gross revenue. 
Total Global Eyewear Market per Statista, October 2022. Th e 2023 Focus Raise by Am pere 



Our history 
We believe we're on track to have launched an innovative 

million-dollar product every year we've been in business 

• Ampere born 
• Unravel launched 

• Shower Power 
launched 

• CES Innovation Award 

2021 
• Dusk Launched 
• Transitioned to 100% 

plastic-free packaging 

1/- - -·-;ie . 

- = 2023 
• • Dusk Sport launched 

• 2x CES Innovation 

2022 Awards 

• Launched Ampere App 
• Launched Horizon 

See Appendix 5 for more details on financials. 

• 
What's 
Next 
• Dusk Rx launching 

in summer 2023 
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The $160B eyewear market is built on outdated tech 

The Problem 

1 Regular Sunglasses 
are not suitable for all conditions 

due to the fixed tint. 

2 Smart Sunglasses 

3 

are big and bulky, and for most, the 

only "smart" feature is the audio. 

Photochromic Glasses 
are slow and unfashionable, and 

designed with outdated technology. 

Total Global Eyewear Market per Statista, October 2022 
Total Global Wearables Market per Grand View Research, 2022 
Total Global Photochromic Market per Facts and Factors, October 2022 

Market Size 
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Say hello to Dusk 

The future 
of sunglasses 
Dusk are the world's first pair of app-enabled 

electrochromic, tint-changing smart sunglasses. 
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Dusk Dusk Sport Ampere App 

• 
• + -- -- -

Dusk Features Dusk Sport Additional Features App Features 

Electrochromic ~ 
Adjust the t int 

lenses on the frame ~-lnstaOptic™ o"J Huddle Mode™ 

--· 
Take the lenses Q Save your favorite 

dff auto-tint change on-frame chat even darker tint settings 

~ 
Adjust the t int itil, Open-ear 
on theapp audio 1f1,i Premium audio +IV' Noise-reduction 

~ 
Customize your «fJ Play an alarm 

with big bass technology tint settings to find Dusk 

" 
Integrated 

~ 
Lightweight, 

microphones durable design 
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Ampere has a strong IP 
portfolio and a partnership 
with a world leader in liquid 
crystal technology 

6 4 32 7 
Issued 
Patents 

Patents 
Pending 

Registered 
Trademarks 

Licensed 
Patents 

~08 All IP owned or licensed by the Ampere brand, not only the Dusk product line 

Dusk are one-of-a-kind 
glasses, offering both 
automatic tint adjustment 
using an ambient light 
sensor and manual control 
through buttons or a 
dedicated app. 

Dusk lenses leverage liquid crystal film. ---~ 
The orientation of liquid crystal 
molecules can be modulated by varying 
the electric field, allowing for 
instantaneous, customizable tint 
adjustment. 
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Our community loves Dusk 
With 40+ million organic views on TikTok, lnstagram and You Tube, a 280,000+ 
mailing list, and features in 100+ publications, Dusk has become a viral sensation. 
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This is not intended to be investment advice. The testimonial was created prior to this offering and was created with respect to the product and not with respect to the offering, and the individual was 

provided a free pair of our glasses. 
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The future is coming into focus. 
We believe that Dusk Rx will 
accelerate our growth 
Launching in summer 2023 

We believe we'll be unlocking massive 

growth opportunities by launching Dusk 

Rx. 79% of the global eyewear market is 

prescription spectacles. We believe 

Dusk Rx is set to revolutionize that. 

Accommodates prescriptions from+/-
2 CYL, +/- 4 SPH* (80% of customers) 

~14 Prescription market share per Fortune Business Insights. Dusk Rx prescription range to be confirmed. 

lnstaOptic™ -Ambient 
light sensors for automatic 
tint-adjustment 

Force sensors for manual 
tint adjustment 
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We are working to make tech more sustainable 

@ Innovative, sustainable materials 

@ High-quality, long-lasting products 

@ Plastic-free packaging 

@ Responsible disposal of e-waste 

@ Carbon neutral orders 

~16 Th e 2023 Focus Raise by Ampere 



We're projecting fast-paced growth 

After launching Dusk, our gross revenue grew 

680% in 2022, making it our biggest year yet. 

We believe we have successfully proven our 

omnichannel business model. Every single 

channel experienced strong gross revenue 

growth in 2022. Shopify grew 647%, 

crowdfunding platforms by 781%, retail grew 

by 456%, and Amazon by 96%. 

By 2025, we're projecting to grow our gross 

revenue by 30x and hit $120M in total revenue. 

$100,000,000 

$50,0 0 0 ,000 

$0 

$4M 

2022 
Actual Gross 

Revenue 

$10M 

2023 
Projected 

~17 See Appendix 1 for forward looking statement disclaimer about projections. See Appendix 2, 3, and 4, for more details on financials. 

$120M 

$40M 

2024 2025 
Projected Projected 
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Our ask 

Now we need your help. 
With your investment, we 
believe can take Ampere to 
the next level. 

We believe we have an innovative business 

model, game-changing products, strong IP, 

and a world-class team with a track record 

for execution. 

INVEST IN AMPERE 
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